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 Django Main de feu

DJANGO:  
HAND ON FIRE
The childhood story of Django Reinhardt, a Roma raised 
outside Paris who would go on to become one of the most 
influential guitarists of all time. We follow his early years 
as an aimless and rebellious boy headed for a life of trouble 
until his devoted younger brother convinces their mother 
to buy him a banjo. He is soon playing in clubs and winning 
awards and is on the verge of international success at the 
tender age of 18 when a tragedy strikes that will mark the 
rest of his life and career. An amazing story of perseverance 
and of fierce family love that is little known even to many 
fans of the world of jazz.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 3 languages: Croatian, English, Spanish

FIND OUT MORE
> 11,000 copies sold in France

9791034731244 | 2020 | 88 pages 
23,7x31 cm | 17.50 €

 Inhumain

INHUMAN
A space exploration team has crashed on a mysterious 
planet in the search for a new home for mankind. Here they 
will meet humans just like them who speak their language. 
But despite their peaceful appearance, these inhabitants 
are slaves to a “Grand Master” that they follow blindly. One 
by one, the members of the team will be mentally trapped 
by the Grand Master, all except for Ellis, a female robot 
that will lead the revolution for liberty alongside the salt 
stealer people.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in German

FIND OUT MORE
> 20,000 copies sold in France

9791034733026 | 2020 | 104 pages 
23,7x31 cm | 24.95 €

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Denis Bajram
Valérie Mangin

Rochebrune

An epic futuristic and 
dystopian sci-fi graphic novel.

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Salva Rubio
Efa

The tale of how young Django 
grew up to become Django 
Reinhardt.
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 Karmen

KARMEN
A graphic novel about death and suicide... but not in the way 
you might think. Here, death can be reversed, if and when 
the right angels are looking. The deceased is Catalina, a 
self-absorbed student who kills herself out of heartbreak. 
The angel— facetious and unusual—is Karmen. Her 
capacity for empathy is so great that she leads “her” dead 
on a journey toward redemption and, believe it or not, back 
to life!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 6 languages: English, Dutch,  
Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Spanish

FIND OUT MORE
> 7,000 copies sold in France

9791034733514 | 2020 | 160 pages 
23,7x31 cm | 23.00 €

 Little Nemo

LITTLE NEMO
Bringing back to life the famous characters created by 
Winsor McCay in 1905, Frank Pé invites them to wander 
in his own wild and poetic world. The author of Zoo and 
Broussaille adopts elements of McCay’s revolutionary work 
to create this moving, colorful, large-format homage to a 
beloved classic. From one century to the next, Pé offers a 
wonderful rewriting in the style of a dream-filled journey; a 
celebration of nature and the mysteries of childhood.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 3 languages: English, German, Serbian

FIND OUT MORE
> 4,000 copies sold in France

9791034738946 | 2020 | 80 pages 
35x25 cm | 39.00 €

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Frank Pé

Frank Pé takes Winsor 
McCay’s dream-loving 
character on a journey 
into his own poetic and 
naturalistic imagination.

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Guillem March

Sometimes, suicide is the 
result of a misunderstanding. 
It’s a “code red” for Karmen.
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 Magnum Photos (Book 4)  Olive

 Mohamed Ali, Kinshasa 1974

MUHAMMAD 
ALI, KINSHASA 
1974
In 1974, Muhammad Ali had the incredible opportunity to 
reclaim his world heavyweight title against the current 
holder, George Foreman. They would face off in the ring 
in Zaire. Organized by promoter Don King and financed by 
the dictator Mobutu Sese Seko, the aim of the fight was 
to promote Zairianisation (cultural decolonization). The 
poster for the fight read: “A gift from President Mobutu to 
the people of Zaire and an honor for the Black Man.”

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 9 languages: Spanish, Danish, Dutch, 
English, German, Italian, Korean, Russian,  
Chinese for the series

FIND OUT MORE
> 25,000 copies sold in France for the series 
> 37,000 copies sold worldwide for the series

9782800163666 | 2020 | 136 pages 
21x 28 cm | 24.95 €

 Olive (Tome 1) : La Lune bleue dans la tête

OLIVE (BOOK 1)
BY THE LIGHT OF A BLUE MOON
Olive is 17 years old and has a rich and vivid imaginary life. 
She has created a world that she can visit whenever she 
chooses. But her regular life on earth is shaken up with the 
arrival of a new roommate at her boarding school—they 
just won’t leave Olive alone. And, even more upsetting, a 
mysterious spaceman has made a surprise appearance in 
her imaginary world! A coming-of-age story that will take 
Olive far from her comfort zone as she discovers unexpec-
ted sides of herself and the world around her.

FIND OUT MORE
>11,000 copies sold in France

9782800174983 | 2020 | 56 pages 
21,8x30 cm | 12.50 €

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Vero Cazot
Lucy Mazel

A promising young  
adult series that deals  
with introspection.

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

JD Morvan
Séverine Tréfouël

Rafael Ortiz

A rare book on  
“The Rumble in the Jungle,” 
bridging the gap between 
documentary, photo story, 
and graphic novel.
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 The Children of Anger  The Croques

 Les Enfants de la colère (Tome 2)

THE CHILDREN 
OF ANGER  
(BOOK 2)
For decades, the planet Aegis has been dominated by the 
Confederation of Northern States. Its superior technology 
and military have enabled it to exploit the natural resources 
of the underdeveloped south. A resistance group decides to 
fight back using a new type of mecha. At first glance they 
seem rather basic, but they are fast and well-organized. 
When the Confederation finally catches one, they discover 
that the mecha is being piloted by a child…

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Spanish

Ankama | 9791033509844 | 2020 
72 pages | 21,5x29,5 cm | 14.90 €

 Les Croques (Tome 2) : Oiseaux de malheur

THE CROQUES 
(BOOK 2)
BIRDS OF ILL OMEN
Colin and Céline’s parents run a funeral parlor. Constantly 
busy with their work, they never have time to spend with 
their kids, who get teased at school on account of their 
parents’ profession. The lonely twins are always getting 
into mischief… and end up being suspended from school 
for 2 days. Fortunately they have Poussin, the headstone 
engraver, who loves to draw and tell them stories. One 
day, Poussin draws their attention to a strange mark on 
a grave...

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Spanish

Les Éditions de la Gouttière | 9791092111934 | 2019 
72 pages | 22x29 cm | 13.70 €

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Léa Mazé

A gripping series in which  
a pair of bullied twins carry 
out an investigation...

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Damian
Nico Naranjo

A coming-of-age, dystopian 
story about a group of 
teenagers that has to face  
the harsh reality  
and inevitable  
consequences of war.
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 The Grémillet Sisters  On the History Trail with Ariane & Nino

 Les Sœurs Grémillet (Tome 1) :  
Le Rêve de Sarah

THE GRÉMILLET 
SISTERS  
(BOOK 1)
SARAH'S DREAM
Being sisters is never easy. But when you’re as different as 
Sarah, Cassiopeia, and Lucille, it’s even harder! The first 
is haunted by recurring dreams, the second lives with her 
head in the clouds, and the other spends most of her time 
with her cat. One day they discover a mysterious photo of 
their mother when she was pregnant. Where was it taken, 
and who is the baby? And, most importantly, why was this 
photo hidden away? To find out, they’ll have to venture into 
the tangled forest of the Grémillet family secrets!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 8 languages: Spanish & Catalan, Croatian, 
German, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, Ukrainian

FIND OUT MORE
> 40,000 copies sold in France

9791034736973 | 2020 | 72 pages 
21,9x39 cm | 13.95 €

 La Peste : Histoire d'une pandémie

THE PLAGUE
THE STORY OF A PANDEMIC
The plague is an infectious, highly contagious disease 
transmitted by animals and for centuries has been syno-
nymous with death. Resulting in major pandemics, it has 
caused the death of tens of millions of people and left a 
huge impact on mankind. Ariane and Nino return to take 
a closer look at pandemics in this animated, accurate, and 
accessible book that provides the tools needed to unders-
tand the current health crisis we are facing.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 4 languages:  
English, Portuguese, Chinese, Swedish

FIND OUT MORE
> 107,000 copies sold in France for the series

9782390340737 | 2020 | 48 pages 
13,5x17,2 cm | 5.90 €

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Fabrice Erre
Sylvain Savoia

A popularization of  
the history of the Plague  
to better understand  
the current crisis.

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Giovanni Di Gregorio
Alessandro Barbucci

Readers will never want  
to leave Barbucci and  
Di Gregorio’s enchanted 
universe!
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 Under the Trees  Wild West

 Sous les arbres (Tome 2) :  
Le Frisson de l'hiver

UNDER  
THE TREES 
(BOOK 2)
THE CHILL OF WINTER
Winter is hard… Especially for a cold and clumsy fox who 
keeps tripping over his long scarf. When he sees a cute lady 
fox, he starts to feel a warm tingling in his heart, but rather 
than say hello he keeps his distance for fear of making 
a fool of himself. Kaboom! Too late… Scarves really can 
be dangerous! But what if there are unexpected qualities 
hidden behind this embarrassing flaw?

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 3 languages: English, Polish, Spanish

Les Éditions de la Gouttière | 9782357960343 | 2020 
32 pages | 17,5x29 cm | 10.70 €

 Wild West (Tome 1) : Calamity Jane

WILD WEST 
(BOOK 1)
CALAMITY JANE
The westward drive of Americans after the Civil War was 
unstoppable. For some, the vast territory meant new wealth 
and new opportunities. The ever-growing railroads made 
many rich, while others found their fortune selling the flesh 
of the less fortunate. In a brothel in Omaha, all manner 
of destinies will intersect in a violent collision that not all 
will survive.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 4 languages:  
German, Portuguese, Spanish, Polish

FIND OUT MORE
> 35,000 copies sold in France

9791034731022 | 2020 | 56 pages 
24x32 cm | 14.50 €

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Thierry Gloris
Jacques Lamontagne

The incredible story  
of Martha Cannary.

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Dav

Dav deals with love.  
His new hero, a lovely fox, 
is clumsy to say the least!
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